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Warm up- 6 Bricks Challenge

Using just 6 Duplo bricks is a learning 
tool that can develop:

• memory

• creativity

• movement

• hand eye coordination

• language skills

• communication

• problem solving

• team work 



Activity One
Learning Outcome: To identify different types of engineers and how they work 

• Task 1- on a whiteboard, draw a 
picture of an engineer and give 
the engineer a name

• Task 2- around your image of the 
engineer, write the names of as 
many different types of 
engineers you can think of

• Let’s share our work



“They make things that 
work . . . and then they 

make them work better”



https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=what+is+an+engineer&source=lnms&tbm=vid&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiqjozXp
N38AhUShFwKHYfdAy4Q_AUoAnoECAEQBA&biw=1034&bih=588&dpr=1#fpstate=ive&vld=cid:0d4a271d,vid:ow
HF9iLyxic



Think

• Think about the types of objects that involve engineering





“So what skills do engineers need?”

✓Do you like asking questions?

✓Do you like being creative?

✓Do you like helping people?

✓Do you like solving problems?

✓Do you like having fun?

✓Do you like making things?

✓Do you like travelling to far away 
places?

✓Do you want to make a difference?

Did you answer ‘yes’ to any of 

these questions?

Then you could be an engineer



Engineers do some really cool stuff!
This video shows Angelo, an aerospace engineer who combines his love of wingsuit BASE jumping 
with his engineering knowledge to develop the world's most scientifically engineered wingsuit.



Why do we need more engineers?

Because there are so many unsolved problems in the world...

840 million people don’t have clean drinking water

That equates to twelve times the amount of 
people that live in the UK



Engineering is problem finding

So what problem can you find to solve?



Activity Two
Learning Outcome: to understand the Engineering Design Process

The engineering design 
process is a series of steps 
that engineers follow to 
find a solution to a 
problem



https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=the+engineering+process&source=lnms&tbm=vid&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj
Hof6apd38AhXOhFwKHe_xBuAQ_AUoAnoECAEQBA&biw=1034&bih=588&dpr=1#fpstate=ive&vld=cid:11215
909,vid:fxJWin195kU



Top 10 Employability Skills

How you work

How you work with others

How you think



Let’s try out an engineering challenge!

Paper cup challenge rules:

• You must build the same 
structure shown by the teacher

• You must use all your cups and 
use the elastic band and 4 pieces 
of string

• DO NOT touch any cup with your 
hands



Activity Three
Learning Outcome: To construct a list of questions to ask the engineer at 
the live interview

“Our £2.5million, 35,000 sq ft. 
Innovation Factory is like Willy Wonka's 

chocolate factory for the built 
environment.”





Activity Four
Learning Outcome: to examine existing solutions and identify problems



The Trolley for the Elderly, 
designed to enable Aidan’s 
‘wee grannie’ to lift the 
shopping out of the 
shopping trolley and into 
the boot of her car. 
Constructed by the 
University of Strathclyde 
Faculty of Engineering 
undergraduates. 



7 year old pupil’s design 
‘The Flying Filter’ to help 
people who do not have 
clean water. It flies to 
places that are in need of 
clean water  and contains a 
filtration system

8 year of pupil’s design ‘The 
Recharga Traina’ which allows 
people to make their own 
electricity to recharge devices –
the more you run the more 
electricity you make!



The Rotating Bench



12 year old designed the 
‘Underwater Mapping 
Device’ will map underwater 
caves and trenches 
problematic for humans who 
like to explore the sea.

14 year old designed the 
‘The UV Torch’ uses UV 
light to kill bacteria. It uses 
solar energy and can tell 
the difference between 
‘good’ and ‘bad’ bacteria



Activity Five
Now it’s your turn!



Create a drawing of your final design

The following must be considered:

✓ Is it clear and easy to understand?

✓Have you labelled key parts?

✓Have you annotated/explained their design?

✓Have you considered different 
angles/viewpoints/nets/inside and outside 
etc?

✓Have you listed supplies needed? 



Writing your supporting
letter tips!
Answer all the questions in this image:
✓ What is your invention?

✓ How did you come up with the idea?

✓ Who does it help?

✓ Why should it be made?

✓ Who inspired you?



Good luck 
to 

everyone!
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